An algo rithm is d eveloped for the following proble m: Given three matri ces of respective dimen· sions s X s, s X t, and t X s, to find a t X t matrix such that the (s + t) X (s + t) matri x form ed from the four blocks has maximum rank. K ey word s: Matrix, block, rank, algorithm.
Let A , B , C be matrices (ov er any fi eld) of res pec· M(X) will have the same rank and deficienc y as tive dimensions s X s, s X t, t X s . W e shall show how to find a t X t matrix X s uc h that
MI (X) = [~ ~J M(X) [~ ~J = [~:V ~Bl
has maximum possible rank p(M(X)), or equivale ntly has minimum possible defi cie nc y
Le t {3' and y' be the resp ectiv e ranks of the matrices It is re adily seen that for any choice of X,
(1)
We will show that X can be chosen so that equality holds in (1). Thus 
Let {3 and y be the respec tive ranks of B2 and C2. [
we see that {3' = a + {3, and similarly y' = a + y.
Find a nonsingular (s -a) X (s -a) matrix U2 and a nonsingular tXt matrix V2 which together bring B 2 into Smith normal form, i.e., Then M 2 (X) has the same rank and deficiency as Next find a nonsingular t X t matrix V 3 and a nonsingular (s -a) X (s -a) matrix V3 which together bring C2 into Smith normal form , i.e., Then M 3(X) has the same rank and deficiency as
U3(X-C IB I )V2
which we repartition as 
Y 3 =0, and choose the (t-y)X(t-{3) matrix Y4=[It-YO].
On the one hand, this choice yields
so that equality holds in (1). On the other hand the choice is achieved by se tting Vii and {3, and (c) in determining U31 and y .
Step (a) can be carried out by performing elementary row operations to "sweep out" A to upper triangular form (the product of these operators' matrices is U), and then performing elementary column operations (the product of whose matrices is V) to "sweep out" the resulting matrix into diagonal form Da + Os-a ; it is not necessary to normalize Da to l a. As for step (b), we can take V2 as the product of the matrices of elementary column operations used to sweep out B2 into lower triangular form; each elementary matrix is trivially invertible so that Vii can be built up during the sweepout process, and {3 can be read off at the end of the process. Similarly for step (c). 
